
WSPR Log file creator: a solution from I2GPG 

 

How to extract a logfile for a given call sign out of the huge Wsprnet historical 
database ? This was the brain exercise of the last week. And I was amazed to find 
that with a short program coded in python language the solution was easier and 
simpler than expected. My friend Ivo, IW2FSK was so excited of the result that 
convinced me to publish the program and explain it in the best understandable way 
for any one so that other WSPR users can play with it.  

 How does it work ? 

The total size of the database conserved in Wsprnet  server is  today about 6 
Gigabytes of compressed gzip or zip files.  So it can be stored on a double layer DVD. 
For the  purpose of my exercise  I downloaded and stored it in a folder of my 
computer main hard disk (C:/WSPR) .  

WSPR-logfile.py Log file creator (the name of my program), developed and tested on 
Windows 7 machine can be easily modified by Linux users. The program needs Python 
2.7 installed in our PC. 

 Python is a programming language  and an open source interpreter  freely available 
from www.python.org/  that can read and execute the instructions contained in a text 
file  saved with .py suffix. 

When started, WSPR-logfile.py  asks for a call sign and then explores all the historical 
monthly database files we have previously downloaded from WSPRnet.org (in .gz 
format)and stored in folder of our PC.  (c:/wspr as default). Any line matching the call 
sign is appended to the output log text file. The program also converts the "seconds 
from 1970" timestamp into date and time (more human readable). 

 

screenshot of log lines 1 

The log file produced can easily be opened or imported with any spreadsheet program 
for further processing. (I tested with Microsoft Excel 2007 which allows more than 
65000 lines). 

 

 

 



 

screenshot of log data opened in Excel  2007 

Preparing the PC (step by step operations for Windows machines): 

1) Make sure you have enough free space on your computer drive C: (20 or more 
GByte  (if not see final notes) 

2) Create new folder C:\wspr 
3) Download from http://wsprnet.org/drupal/downloads the database monthly files 

.gz and move them to the above C:\wspr folder. All 96 files will take about 6 
Gigabyte of disk space. 

4) If not already installed download Python 2.7.11 from https://www.python.org/      
and install it following the instructions.  

 

 

 



Creating a call sign  log file:  

1) Find IDLE (Python GUI)icon  on the start menu (Start-All programs- Python 2.7 - 
IDLE (Python GUI)      and click on it to open the Phython 2.7.11 Shell window. 

 

 

5) Click on File-Open in the Shell window 
6) Locate the script file WSPRLogfile.py and open it. The script  will appear on a 

second window.  
7) Run Module (F5) 
8) Type in the call sign when requested. 
9) Be patient and wait for end of job message while on the Shell window you see the 

database files and selected lines processed. Scan time of 96 monthly files (7GB) is 
about 25 minutes on my PC. 



10) If you want to interrupt the program and abort scanning process type CTRL-C 
on Shell window. 

11) You will find the output file WSPRlog-.txt in the folder c:/wspr 

 

 

Notes: 

 If you keep the database on your hard disk you have only to download the last 
monthly file every month to keep it updated. 

 If you want to change location of  the database on a different drive you have to 
edit the line of the script : folder='c:/wspr/' … with the new path/folder name . 

 The program overwrites any previous log file with the same call sign. 
 Beware of the size of the output files produced.  Call signs very active in wisper 

can easily reduce or saturate your free disk space.  
 This is a simple and raw program. Feel free to modify it at your wish if you 

know how to. Or report me any bug or desire of improvement.   
 73 an good luck  I2GPG 

 

 

 


